applications varying from microlaser and cavity QED through optical locking of diode lasers to modulators and sensors [1] [2] [3] , high-Q silica microspheres with whispering-gallery (WG) modes so far remain the subject of tabletop feasibility demonstrations. Despite the uniquely high quality-factor and submillimeter dimensions suitable for tight packaging, this novel type of high-finesse cavity still has to be adapted to fiber-and integrated-optic hardware.
In the visible and near infrared-band experiments (633-850nm) measuring the ringdown time x of free oscillations, Q = (0.6 to 0..8 ) x 101°has been obtained in silica spheres of diameter -800tam [4] (corresponding x = 3 to 4 Izs). It was proved that under normal laboratory conditions, quality-factor is subject to deterioration within then it can be expressed in the following way through Qc and the intrinsic quality-factor of the mode Qo:
With complete mode matching F=I, the critical cotipling K2 = 1, or 100% absorption of the input wave in resonance, is possible when Qc can be made equal or smaller than Qo. Both contrast of the visible resonance K and the loaded quality-factor QL = (Qo.I +Q/t).l can be adjusted by varying the gap between the coupler device and the sphere, giving a unique (in optics) opportunity to easily control the bandwidth of the cavity. Typical evolution of the observed absorption resonance with increasing of the gap is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Results are obtained with prism coupler at the wavelength 633nm. The "disappearance" of the resonance dip in overloaded regime with wellmatched coupler does not mean reduced energy exchange; it reflects only the well known fact in RF engineering that maximum absorption at resonance requires that coupling loss be equal to intrinsic cavity loss critical Qc = {2o, or QL = l12Qo. If Qc "a_,Qo,the power is recycled in the mode and is fed back to the coupler with shifted overall phase.
At present moment, in addition to the well-known prism coupler with frustrated total internal reflection [1- cut core area match well the area of evanescent field overlap, the new system is equivalent to a prism coupler with eliminated collimation/focusing optics. The effective refraction index to describe the azimuthal propagation of WG modes near the surface of the sphere can be calculated, for example, on the basis of asympthotic expressions [9] for WG mode frequencies _q, where n_he,e = 2el / Do_q. Single coupler efficiency in our experiment was more than 60%, comparable with the best reported results for prism coupler (78%) and fiber taper (90%); total fiber-to-fiber transmission at resonance -23% (insertion loss 6.3dB). The demonstrated simple "pigtailing" of the microspheres 
